Esperos Village 5 star
Rhodes
GREECE
Situated on the east side of the island of Rhodes, built on the hillside and overlooking the endless
blue of the Aegean Sea. It is opposite the hotels of Esperos Palace and Esperides, situated 12km
from the Town of Rhodes, both the new town and the Medieval Town, and 3.5km from Faliraki.
The 12-hole golf course it is just 6km, 16km from Rhodes Diagoras Airport.
The Esperos Village is set amongst flowers and rich green tree environments that makes the
accommodation unique in its architectural beauty to impresses and charm the visitor. The main
building is set in the middle of the Village where the convention facilities are situated. Its
neighbourhoods are a constant reminder of a typical Greek Village. Its boundaries meet with the
company's Nature Park. The exciting Water Park is within walking distance.
Accommodation & Facilities
All accommodation has spectacular views of Faliraki Bay. The amphitheatrically built
accommodation consists of 210 units on the hillside made up of double Rooms and Junior Suites
all with a superb direct views to the sea.
Restaurants & Bars
The main Panorama Restaurant is situated in the Main Building in the middle of the Village, it is
spacious and impressively decorated with excellent views of the swimming pools and the sea
serving Buffet style breakfast and Dinner, the starters and deserts are buffet and the main course
is served. The Maitre d'hôtel is there to meet any specific requests. The a-la-carte Taverna by the
pool specialises in Greek Dishes as well as favourite snacks. Enjoy a pre dinner or after dinner
drink in the relaxing atmosphere of the Foyer Bar and balcony in the reception Lobby. The Pool
Bar overlooking the two swimming pools is the ideal place for a long cool drink and a fresh
cocktail. The well trained, experienced food and beverage team effortlessly adapt to any special
dining style requirements.
Recreation & Other Facilities
There are 2 tennis courts, a full range of sea sport and beach bar facilities available on the
beach. Entertainment programme including Greek Evenings, dancing nights and shows are
available weekly. The company's nearby Water Park with its numerous attractions and facilities
provides endless fun and thrills for the young at heart. Enjoy a quiet stroll or jog along the way
and within the Natural Park where you will see tigers, deer, goats, lamas, ostriches, pigeons,
artificial lakes with ducks and geese and numerous wild migrating birds. Peacocks are found
walking around in the calmness of the park provided by the beautiful and hospitable nature of
Rhodes.
The Esperos Village Conference/Meeting Facilities
On the first floor of the Main Building is the fully equipped Resort and Corporate Conference
Centre consisting of 2 Meeting rooms the Afrodite and the Artemis, with convenient supporting
room facilities, in-house services, fax and photocopying etc. Total blackout is provided. Both
Meeting Rooms provide a panoramic view of the sea, in particular the Faliraki Bay. There is
ample private banqueting space for additional events, informal coffee breaks in a relaxed
atmosphere. At the Water Park special Theme Nights can be arranged and have met with great
success in the past.
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